RECIPE4LIVING.COM TO HOST HOLIDAY RECIPE CONTEST WITH $1,100
PRIZE

CHICAGO, December 2, 2011, Jennifer Jensen, Editor – Recipe4Living.com has announced one of the
most exciting recipe contests of the season! Sponsored by Starbucks, the winner will receive $1,100
in prizes: a $1,000 AMEX gift card to use on holiday shopping and a $100 Starbucks card to use on
festive drinks, gifts, and more!
From December 1 to 9, 2011, send in your favorite recipe (with picture!) to
HolidayContest@Recipe4Living.com and on December 12, Recipe4Living will select the best chef to
receive the grand prize! In addition, every recipe entered will be posted on Recipe4Living.com for
other readers to enjoy. This contest is a chance for you to share your unique family favorites and
enviably designed desserts with the entire Recipe4Living community.
For inspiration for holiday recipes, check out these festive favorites. Make one of these recipes, or
choose one from your own collection to use as your entry to the contest.
For the full list of official rules and all the information you need to submit with your entry, please
visit
http://www.recipe4living.com/articles/we_wish_you_happy_cooking_a_holiday_contest_from_rec
ipe4living.htm
Recipe4Living sends out a newsletter to 1.8 million people with recipe collections and articles
related to seasonal content. Its accompanying blog, Chew on That, provides access to current news
involving food, and contains more content straight from the editors. Trendy topics such as
restaurant reviews, party tips, and how-to guides with pictures can be found for every season. Visit
Recipe4Living.com and ChewOnThatBlog.com to see the full selection of recipes and informative
articles.
Foodie fans can Follow Recipe4Living on Twitter and ‘Like’ Recipe4Living on Facebook.
For more information, please contact Recipe4Living editor Jennifer Jensen at
jenniferj@silvercarrot.com.

About Recipe4Living.com
Recipe4Living is dedicated to fostering an online community interested in cooking, thinking, and living. Through reader
feedback and contribution, we strive to create a meaningful space for people to come together and communicate about
important topics ranging from the best cheesecake recipe to grilling tips to current trends in dieting. Recipe4Living understands
that the best ideas come from a diverse community working together.

